PETS, ZOOS, AND BREEDING

Case study: Live parrots

THE TRADE IN LIVE ANIMALS

Map 1: Main flows of parrot seizures, 2007-2014 (New world and Afro-tropical parrots)

Map 2: Main flows of legal trade in parrots based on CITES permits, 2007-2014 (New world and Afro-tropical parrots)
While a small number are trafficked for meat or medicinal purposes, most live animals detected are destined to become showpieces in some personal or public collection. There are thus two distinct, but related, aspects to the live animal trade: the pet trade and the zoo trade.

The global pet trade is a large and complex industry. In richer countries like the United States and the United Kingdom, about half of households own some kind of pet, fostering a multi-billion dollar industry dedicated to their care and feeding. In Western countries, cats and dogs predominate, but pet preferences are strongly influenced by culture. Within Europe, for example, Italian

---

**Great apes**

Great apes are encountering growing range pressure and, along with other primates, are frequently the object of hunting. The regular detection of ape meat and parts in local markets, as well as, to a lesser degree, international trade, highlights the fact that poaching remains a threat, more acute in some areas than others. The sale and exploitation of juvenile live great apes in some parts of Africa is a visible problem, and the steady admission of orphaned juveniles to rehabilitation centres is being tracked by the Great Apes Survival Partnership (GRASP). It appears that many of the juveniles are orphaned when their parents are poached, rather than being the object of the hunt themselves.

Although it has been alleged that there exists a large ongoing international trade in great apes for the pet, animal park, and zoo trade, this is not demonstrated in the seizure data. More information is needed on the threats to great ape populations, including that posed by hunting, and research is currently underway.

The most prominent example of illegal international trade involved the export of a large number of apes from Guinea between 2009 and 2011, using fraudulent CITES export permits. These permits alleged the apes were captive bred in Guinea, although Guinea has no known captive breeding facilities. The head of the CITES Management Authority of Guinea at the time of these exports was removed from office, but in August 2015, he was arrested for his suspected role in corrupt and fraudulent actions in the issuance of CITES export permits.

In another case in 2002, four gorillas were exported as captive bred from Nigeria to a zoo in Malaysia. Investigations showed that the Nigerian zoo in question had no mating pair, and that the gorillas were wild sourced.

World WISE includes records of 208 live apes seized in 17 years. Almost a quarter of these came from the mass return of 48 orangutans from Thailand to Indonesia in 2006, after apparently being smuggled into the country. They were freed from a private zoo called Safari World, where they had been trained to box for public entertainment. Many of the remainder are domestic seizures in range States, with no indication of international trade. If there is a transcontinental trade in wild sourced live great apes, it is probably best assessed in destination countries, rather than relying on the seizure record. For example, given their limited numbers, it would be possible to catalogue the great apes offered for public display, and query the origin of these animals.
households are about 14 times as likely as British households to host a pet bird, while French households are almost 10 times more likely to host a pet reptile than Finnish ones (Fig. 1).

In range countries, the capture and sale of wild-caught pets can be a way for rural communities to make money and for urban communities to express a link to the natural heritage of their countries. Display of this wildlife can also draw tourists – exotic birds or even primates may be strategically positioned in front of restaurants, for example, or wildlife may be shown for a fee as a roadside attraction.

International trade in exotic species has also become big business. Most of this involves relatively common species, but dedicated collectors may pay thousands of dollars for protected specimens, captive bred or supplied from the wild. Much of this trade involves birds, reptiles, and fish, populations that may prove difficult to monitor. The trade of tropical fish for aquaria and freshwater turtles and tortoises for terraria involves millions of individuals annually, and the share of this trade that comes from the wild is not always clear. 9

Many pet species can be successfully bred commercially, but wild stock may still be sought, either because the species is cheaper to source from the wild than to breed, or in the interests of increasing the genetic diversity of breeding stock. In this way, pet breeders can also become the source of demand for illegal trade.

In contrast, the zoo trade tends to involve a smaller number of larger animals, often selected precisely because they may have become rare in the wild. As the global economy develops and human populations grow and urbanize, the demand for zoos also grows. In addition, a broad

---

Freshwater turtles and tortoises

Based on trade data, each year an estimated 10 million or more turtles are traded. Most of this trade is legal and derives from closed-cycle captive breeding operations10 or legal, managed wild offtake, but an illegal component exists that threatens the survival of turtle populations. Most turtle species have low rates of survival to adulthood and mature at between 10 and 25 years of age, but they can live up to a century and reproduce throughout this time. This results in a large ‘standing crop’ of adults, with little recruitment into that population. This strategy has served turtles well throughout their long evolutionary history, but it fails when large numbers of adult turtles are removed for trade. The relatively recent (since about 1990) boom in international trade of wild-collected adult turtles has been particularly devastating to turtle populations in Asia, and there are indications that this trade has been expanding into North America and Africa.

Based on trade data, it appears turtles are traded for three main purposes:

--- as small hatchlings, for the pet trade;

--- large live turtles or frozen or chilled turtle meat for human consumption; and

--- for medicinal and cosmetic use, normally in the form of bones, cartilage, or processed preparations.

Notable turtle species that are threatened by poachers are the Ploughshare Tortoise (Astrochelys yniphora) of Madagascar, the Roli Snake-necked turtle (Chelodina mccordi) of Indonesia and Timor-Leste, and the Yellow-margined Box Turtle (Cuora flavomarginata) of China.11

Of the roughly 330 turtle species currently recognized by science, most are protected or regulated under some form of domestic law or regulation. World WISE records for the period 2005-2015 indicate that some 88,000 live turtles, representing 106 different species of tortoises and freshwater turtles, were confiscated worldwide. Southeast and Southern Asia were the main sources of confiscated shipments, while Southeast and Eastern Asia were the main destinations.
range of entertainment facilities, from circuses to themed parks and restaurants, may make use of live wildlife. With growing urban populations and growing affluence, the potential demand for protected species could be large in comparison to sustainable offtake from wild populations or breeder output.

About one quarter of all commercial live animal exports permitted under CITES in 2013 were declared as wild sourced, with most involving species of birds, amphibians, or reptiles prized in the pet trade. In terms of total live animals, the most commonly exported were map turtles (Box “Freshwater turtles and tortoises”). In terms of total number of shipments, the top two genera were types of parrots, the subject of this chapter.

The parrot trade

The order Psittaciformes, commonly referred to as parrots, comprises a wide range of birds, including macaws, cockatoos, and parakeets. They are found across Africa, Australia and Oceania, Latin America, South Asia, and Southeast Asia. They dominate the pet bird trade in many key markets, and they have long been wild sourced for this purpose. As a result, with the exception of four common species, the entire order is CITES listed.13

From the 1980s to the present, approximately 12 million live internationally protect parrots were reported in international trade, according to CITES export data. Most were either wild-sourced or of unknown origin (62%). Trade trends have been strongly influenced by national controls in key destination markets:

-- In 1992, the United States passed the Wild Bird Conservation Act, which sharply reduced the number of parrots and other wild birds imported to the United States.15
-- In 2005, the European Union banned the import of wild birds due to concerns about bird flu transmission.14

Both acts radically changed the international live bird market (Figure). Since 2006, the international trade in CITES-listed live birds has been dominated by parrots,15 primarily for use in the pet trade.

Advances over the past few decades have allowed many parrot species to be bred successfully, which has reduced the demand for wild-sourced birds in certain markets. Unfortunately, not all species do well in captivity and some consumer countries do not have access to captive bred parrots, so demand for wild birds persists. Wild birds are best used as breeding stock, as only hand reared parrots exhibit the domesticated features desired by pet owners.

The number of individuals that make it to market is far less than the number collected from the wild. When wild-sourced, parrots are often removed from the nest as infants. Increased competition between trappers has resulted in nestlings being taken at earlier ages, thus increasing the mortality rate.16 An average mortality rate of 30% to 40% has been estimated.17 Pre-export mortality averaging 50% or more has been found for some species.18

Legal trade

The profile of the legal international trade in live parrots has experienced at least three distinct phases in the past 45 years.
Between 1981 and 1993, the US and the EU were the destination for 81% of the global legal trade in parrots. Two-thirds of the global legal exports came from five countries: Argentina, Indonesia, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uruguay.19

After the US import ban in 1994, only 4% of the global legal exports were destined for the US, with the EU becoming the destination for 59%. The top five legal exporters, accounting for just under two-thirds of global exports, were South Africa, the EU, China, Pakistan and Senegal.20

After the EU ban in 2005, about 35% of the global legal trade was destined for Mexico, three-quarters of which were wild-sourced monk parakeets. Markets in the Middle East and Asia began to grow. By 2012, live legal exports were comparable to 2003 levels. The top exporters also shifted again, with just two countries accounting for over half of global exports (South Africa and Uruguay) (Fig. 4).

Of the four families of parrots, the Psittacidae, or New World/Afrotropical parrots, accounted for the majority (57%) of the trade between 2007 and 2013. Within this family, the monk parakeet (Myiopsitta monachus) and the African Grey (Psittacus erithacus) were most commonly traded. Some 41% of all Psittacidae trade involved wild sourced monk parakeets, most of which originated in Uruguay. While they are CITES listed, monk parakeets are considered an invasive species in many parts of the world and in some places they are banned for import for this reason.21 The main concern for legal trade, then, is the wild sourcing of African greys.

While there appear to be issues with New World parrots, the World WISE database suffers from a lack of data from Latin America. As a result, almost half of seizures recorded concern the African grey parrot (Fig. 6).
This species has undergone CITES significant trade reviews which resulted in trade suspensions for some countries. International trade is now limited for many countries, with some having zero export quotas or moratoria on trade, and others imposing a reduction in quotas.23

The African grey parrots (Psittacus erithacus) are medium-sized parrots native to equatorial Africa, and are one of the most heavily traded CITES listed bird species. The Timneh African grey parrot is endemic to Western Africa, especially Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia, with an estimated population of roughly 120,000 to 250,000 birds. The species used to have a wider range, but heavy trade and habitat loss appear to have reduced the population in countries like Ghana by at least 90% between 1992 and 2016, based on recent research. During this time, Ghana’s CITES-reported exports of Grey Parrots totaled just 35 individuals, so almost all of this trade was illegal.24

The Congo African grey parrot occurs over a wider area, but is especially concentrated in Central Africa, with a population that could range between half a million and 13 million birds.25 The African grey parrot was listed in CITES Appendix II in 1981 and has been under the significant trade review several times. Several countries have traded in wild-sourced African greys in the past, but many have export quotas or export bans today.

African greys are long-lived birds that mate only at about 10 years of age, so farming them involves significant delays and start-up costs, rendering the sector vulnerable to the introduction of wild-caught stock. Academic research has demonstrated the viability of breeding African greys for profit in South Africa,26 but the mark ups from trapper to consumer suggest that wild sourcing is far more profitable. A number of studies over the years indicate that trappers tend to be paid between US$10 and US$20 per bird, with middlemen essentially doubling this price.27 In 2011, the mean price to buy an individual African grey parrot in Cameroon was less than US$100, and many times this price could be commanded in retail markets abroad at the time.28

Between 2007 and 2014, the primary range state legally exporting African grey parrots was the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Fig. 7). Importing countries have reported higher volumes than reported exports.29 The discrepancy between import and export numbers may be partially due to the delayed reporting from exporting range states, but there have also been instances where corrupt officials have authorized the export of more birds than officially reported.

The main destination of these African grey exports has been South Africa, which imports wild sourced birds from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and exports captive bred ones.31 Concerns about this market have been expressed in the past, as media report that trafficking has been detected.32 The Arabian Peninsula is also an importer, a breeding center, and a destination market for parrots. The role of the region only becomes clear in more recent data, since Bahrain only joined CITES in 2012.

Illegal trade

It appears that there is a great deal of illicit trade in New World parrots for domestic markets, based on research in Bolivia, Peru, and Mexico.33 Rural people capture the birds for sale at open air markets, often by taking infant birds from nests, although mist netting is also employed in some areas.34 In addition to the illegal domestic and regional markets, illegal international trade also occurs. Trafficking of parrots from Mexico to the United States has been noted.35 There is also trafficking of New World parrots from Latin America to Europe (Box “New World Parrots”). INTERPOL’s 2012 “Operation Cage” was launched in response to the trade of captive-bred and wild birds and eggs transiting from Latin America to.
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The Democratic Republic of the Congo has been subject to trade suspensions resulting from the African grey parrot trade due concerns over fraudulent use of permits. In 2013, concerns that the Democratic Republic of the Congo has been exporting in excess of established quotas resulted in a notification that countries must contact the CITES Secretariat for verification before accepting any export permits issued by the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

But it appears that the best known transnational parrot trade involves the African grey. The African grey parrot trade has been reviewed by CITES on several occasions. Issues emerged, including the falsification of CITES permits, export in excess of established quotas, and other management issues. As a result, quotas and/or moratoria on exports have been imposed on various range states.

Illegal trade in New World parrots is of great concern within Latin America, specifically the domestic and regional markets in Bolivia, Peru, and Mexico. Many Latin American countries have national export quotas and restrictions on which parrot species they can export. Brazil, for example, does not permit the export of wild parrots, which means the only option for buyers is to smuggle them out of the country.

Brazil, Mexico and Peru have reported parrot seizures in their countries; however it is unclear whether the birds were intended for the domestic, regional or international markets. According to World WISE, Portugal and Spain have seized the most New World parrots, and have also seized African parrots, Australian parrots and Cockatoos. Between 2009 and 2012, Portugal seized 222 parrots or eggs from Brazil. Spain seized 175 New World parrots between 2007 and 2012, 30 of which were eggs from Brazil. The two largest single seizures of New World parrot eggs occurred in Switzerland in 2013 (150 Brazilian eggs) and Austria in 2011 (74 Amazonian eggs from Jamaica).

Europe. But it appears that the best known transnational parrot trade involves the African grey.

The African grey parrot trade has been reviewed by CITES on several occasions. Issues emerged, including the falsification of CITES permits, export in excess of established quotas, and other management issues. As a result, quotas and/or moratoria on exports have been imposed on various range states. The Democratic Republic of the Congo has been subject to trade suspensions resulting from the African grey parrot trade due concerns over fraudulent use of permits. In 2013, concerns that the Democratic Republic of the Congo has been exporting in excess of established quotas resulted in a notification that countries must contact the CITES Secretariat for verification before accepting any export permits issued by the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Republic of the Congo. In 2016, a notification recommending suspension of trade was issued.

Similar to reptiles, parrot trappers are often unlicensed and have little knowledge of CITES regulations, or even local laws. The illegal market involves many of the same players as the legal market. Generally speaking, once local buyers get an order from exporters, they will place an order with trappers. The local buyers will then travel to the capture sites to prepare the birds for transport. In some cases, the local buyers will accumulate birds until the order is ready and ship them to the exporters. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo many trappers and buyers operate without valid permits and pay little attention to closed periods of capture. According to interviews with trappers and buyers, none of the people interviewed had any knowledge of CITES quotas and had little to no contact with CITES authorities.

As with legally sourced wild parrots, African greys are often illegally sourced by rural people by raiding nests, but they are also taken as adults. Interviews with dealers in Ghana show a huge increase in local prices between the early 1990s and 2014, suggesting growing scarcity and, possibly, demand. Interviews with former trappers in Ghana found that some had actually emigrated to countries with larger parrot populations (Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia and even DRC) when the livelihood became unsustainable in the 1990s.

Trafficking of large volumes of African grey parrots has been detected on numerous occasions, usually with high mortality among the rescued birds. For example, in September 2010, 523 African grey parrots were seized at the Douala International Airport ready to be exported to the Middle East. More recently, an international bird trafficker was arrested in 2015 with connections in African countries and Europe (Box “International parrot trafficker arrested in Senegal”).

Similarly, in 2009, more than 1000 African grey parrots were seized at the Douala International Airport ready to be exported to the Middle East. More recently, an international bird trafficker was arrested in 2015 with connections in African countries and Europe (Box “International parrot trafficker arrested in Senegal”).

Following CITES recommendations from the Significant Trade Review, Cameroon developed a management plan for African greys in Cameroon. This document raised concerns around what appears to be an international network involved in parrot trafficking. Investigations revealed many of the international traffickers working with the Cameroonians came from other countries in the region. In northern Cameroon, they came from Chad. In eastern Cameroon, they came from the Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon. In southwestern Cameroon they came from Nigeria and Ghana. Smuggling of parrots was found to be common along the borders between Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, and Nigeria. When Cameroonian parrots arrived in a neighboring country, export documents would be prepared, falsely certifying a local origin. Shipping parrots by sea results in high mortality, so they were most often shipped by air. Most confiscations have occurred when the parrots are being transported. Following the moratorium on exports (due to recommendations from the CITES significant trade reviews), illegal trade appeared to increase in Cameroon.

According to World WISE, the majority of African grey seizures indicated Cameroon or the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In 2015, an international bird trafficker was arrested by Senegalese police after a lengthy investigation. The trafficker was in possession of almost 800 parrots, 109 of which were African grey Timneh and 80 were Senegal parrots, both of which are CITES listed species. The African grey parrots were accompanied with CITES documentation of Malian origin and were destined for Jordan. Investigations revealed that, for several years, the bird trafficker and his associates had been active in the trafficking of African parrots into Europe, via Spain and Turkey.

Similarly, in 2009, more than 1000 African grey parrots were seized at the Douala International Airport ready to be exported to the Middle East. More recently, an international bird trafficker was arrested in 2015 with connections in African countries and Europe (Box “International parrot trafficker arrested in Senegal”).

Following CITES recommendations from the Significant Trade Review, Cameroon developed a management plan for African greys in Cameroon. This document raised concerns around what appears to be an international network involved in parrot trafficking. Investigations revealed many of the international traffickers working with the Cameroonians came from other countries in the region. In northern Cameroon, they came from Chad. In eastern Cameroon, they came from the Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon. In southwestern Cameroon they came from Nigeria and Ghana. Smuggling of parrots was found to be common along the borders between Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, and Nigeria. When Cameroonian parrots arrived in a neighboring country, export documents would be prepared, falsely certifying a local origin. Shipping parrots by sea results in high mortality, so they were most often shipped by air. Most confiscations have occurred when the parrots are being transported. Following the moratorium on exports (due to recommendations from the CITES significant trade reviews), illegal trade appeared to increase in Cameroon.

According to World WISE, the majority of African grey seizures indicated Cameroon or the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In 2015, an international bird trafficker was arrested by Senegalese police after a lengthy investigation. The trafficker was in possession of almost 800 parrots, 109 of which were African grey Timneh and 80 were Senegal parrots, both of which are CITES listed species. The African grey parrots were accompanied with CITES documentation of Malian origin and were destined for Jordan. Investigations revealed that, for several years, the bird trafficker and his associates had been active in the trafficking of African parrots into Europe, via Spain and Turkey.

Fig. 11 | Share of African grey parrots seizures by country identified as source (number of live parrots), aggregated 2007-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Seizures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>3,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other 42 unknown countries</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World WISE
Republic of the Congo as the primary source of shipment. The majority of parrots were destined for the Arabian Peninsula, with Singapore and Nigeria (likely transit countries) both representing a significant share (Fig. 12). Bahrain is the single largest national destination indicated.

Analysis

In 2013, some 325,000 CITES listed parrots were legally exported, of which over a third were reportedly wild sourced. In 2010, the export quota for wild-sourced African greys was 9,000 birds, and 2,701 were seized, according to World WISE records. The large seizure volume compared to legal trade suggests a highly criminalised market, rooted in Central Africa and destined largely for the Arabian Peninsula.

The trade in live animals, for pets or zoos, is especially challenging for wildlife traffickers, because the stresses of international movement often kill off a significant share of the shipment. Parrot species, which are commonly wild sourced in South America and Africa, are especially vulnerable to these shocks. Some of the largest markets for pet birds have banned the import of wild parrots, for health or conservation reasons, and breeders in these regions appear to have been able to satisfy demand, but demand for wild birds remains strong in other regions.
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